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Achievement exemplar 2016 

Subject: German Standard: AS 91548 Total score: 11 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 A4 

This is an A4 because even though the candidate has touched on most of the 
details required in the marking schedule, the candidate makes meaning out of 
those details which does not always reflect the text. While c) uses detail from 
the text to back up their conclusion, the candidate does not quite say why they 
believe the advice to be useful and therefore does not answer half of the 
question.    Overall, the candidate demonstrates an understanding of the text 
and conveys the general meaning.  

2 A3 

This particular text contains a lot of detail in the form of numbers and years 
which expresses the overall success of “Girls’ Day.” This answer is only an A3 
because it misses many of these details, but does still overall convey the 
general idea of Girls’ Day being an opportunity for girls to learn about future 
career prospects in areas where there is a gender imbalance. Section d) uses 
little of the text information to support conclusions.  

3 A4 

In section a) the candidate is able to identify the issue each young person 
feels is the most important in 3 out of the 4 cases and also gives some detail 
for all 4.  The candidate picks out detail and does not quite convey it as it was 
conveyed in the text for example “ We don’t see how our actions are affecting 
the planet” whereas as the text says “the majority of people are not interested, 
as they don’t understand how it affects them.” 

In Section d) the candidate combines two of the issues and uses information 
from the text to back up conclusions.  

With more accurate detail in section a) this would have been an M5. 

 

  


